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Executive Summary
This report presents the results of a Greenwich Associates study of U.S. 
insurance company investments in exchange traded funds (ETFs). We 
interviewed 52 insurance companies, with total assets of approximately 
$1.9 trillion, in September and October 2018. The central conclusion: 
Usage and overall investment in ETFs is increasing as insurance 
companies introduce them to general account portfolios and expand 
allocations.

Over the past decade, use of ETFs in insurance general accounts has 
grown both in terms of assets and portfolio applications. A major tail-
wind for insurers looking to use ETFs in their general accounts came in 
April 2017 when the National Association of Insurance Commissioners 
(NAIC)—the insurance industry’s chief regulatory body—announced 
their decision to allow insurers to apply the bond-like treatment of 

“systematic value” to fixed income ETFs for accounting purposes. This 
new ruling has greatly increased the attractiveness of fixed income 
ETFs to insurers and is already resulting in increased investments.

The study further reveals that insurers are investing broadly in ETFs 
in general accounts, across both equity and fixed income portfolios. 
Sixty-two percent of study participants are using ETFs, most commonly 
for optimization of asset allocation, construction of low-cost core 
equity portfolios and the elimination of cash friction. However, the uses 
for ETFs in insurance general accounts do not stop there: Greenwich 
Associates has identified 12 distinct portfolio applications for insurers.

Regulations will continue to play a large role in how insurers use 
ETFs. Looking ahead, a majority of the study participants expect the 
regulatory environment to become more favorable for ETFs. That 
outlook likely contributes to the fact that more than 60% of current 
ETF investors expect to increase their ETF allocations in the next three 
years, and 82% of non-users expect their organizations to reconsider 
investing in ETFs over the same period.
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Introduction
Exchange traded funds (ETFs) have long been used by insurance 
companies for equity exposure, but a change in the statutory 
accounting treatment of fixed income ETFs has helped open up the 
rest of an insurance company’s general account for increased use of 
the vehicle. This update comes at a time when insurers have been faced 
with challenges such as the prolonged low interest rate environment, 
a decrease in dealer balance sheets and the resulting increase in 
transaction costs for individual cash bonds.

Given the recent change from the National Association of Insurance 
Commissioners (NAIC) on the accounting of fixed income ETFs, insurers 
as a group expect the regulatory environment to become increasingly 
favorable to ETFs. As regulations continue to evolve, new insurance 
company ETF users will test potential applications for the funds, and 
existing ETF investors will increase their allocations. Life, property & 
casualty (P&C) and other insurers that have introduced ETFs into their 
general accounts are finding the funds to be cost-effective and versatile 
vehicles that can be used in a broad range of functions across equity and 
fixed income asset classes. These trends and market developments will 
accelerate the insurance market’s use of ETFs over the next several years.

This report presents the results of an October 2018 study by Greenwich 
Associates, sponsored by State Street Global Advisors, about how 
insurance companies use ETFs. The report traces the growth in ETF 
investments, analyzes how insurance companies are employing ETFs, 
and projects how usage, allocations and absolute levels of investment 
may change going forward.

STUDY METHODOLOGY
Greenwich Associates conducted 52 interviews with insurance companies 
in the United States about their use of ETFs. Most study participants were 
life (42%) and P&C (38%) companies, although the research sample also 
included representation from health and reinsurance. With total assets of 
approximately $1.9 trillion, participating companies were fairly evenly split 
across small (<$5 billion), midsize ($5–50 billion) and large (>$50 billion) 
insurers. Interviews were completed in September and October of 2018.

“The fact that you can 
carry [fixed income] 
ETFs at amortized cost 
for systematic value is 
really what triggered 
the idea of using 
ETFs. The change in 
regulation has been a 
game changer for us.”
 ~Midsize P&C company 
  respondent

FIRM TYPE

8%
6%

6%

42%

38%

Life

Property & casualty

Health

Reinsurance

Other

FIRM AUM

29%

37%

35%

<$5 billion (small)

 $5–$50 billion (midsize)

 $50+ billion (large)

Note: Percentages may not total 100% due to rounding.
Source: Greenwich Associates 2018 U.S. Insurance ETF Study
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More ETFs in General 
Accounts
Sixty-two percent of the insurance companies participating in the 
Greenwich Associates 2018 U.S. Insurance ETF Study invest in ETFs in 
their general accounts. That rate reflects more than a decade of gradual 
adoption. According to a report from S&P Dow Jones Indices, the 
number of insurance companies investing in ETFs has more than tripled 
from 2004 to 2017, growing from 197 to 612.1 

At year-end 2017, U.S. insurance companies had $27.2 billion invested in 
ETFs, a 37% increase from 2016.² Although total investment represents 
less than half of 1% of admitted assets, the growth of ETF investments has 
outpaced overall insurance general account asset growth since 2004 by a 
wide margin. The entrance of new insurance company investors has been 
pivotal in driving steady increases in ETF investment across the channel.

The approximately 40% of study participants not currently investing in 
ETFs fall into two groups. Twenty-nine percent of these insurers feel 
no need to experiment with ETFs because they don’t believe they help 
them to achieve alpha. Thirty-five percent report that they are prohibited 
from investing in ETFs, either by state regulations or internal guidelines, 
methodologies or preferred vehicle lists. With these restrictions in mind, 
a large majority of respondents expect the regulatory environment to 
become more favorable toward ETFs, and most holdouts in the study 
expect to revisit their stance on ETF investing within the next three years.

Although adoption rates are roughly consistent across life, P&C and 
other types of insurers, small insurance companies seem to be making 
the greatest use of ETFs—at least on a relative basis. While the largest 
insurance companies own the bulk of ETF assets in the channel, small 
insurance companies have the biggest allocations as a share of admitted 
assets. Average ETF allocations among the largest insurance companies 
in 2017 totaled less than 0.5% of admitted assets. The smallest insurers in 

2018 ETF USAGE

Note: Percentages may not total 100% due to rounding. Based on 52 respondents.
Source: Greenwich Associates 2018 U.S. Insurance ETF Study

We currently use ETFs

We do not currently use ETFs 
but have used ETFs in the past

We evaluated using ETFs at one time
but ultimately decided againt the idea

We have never seriously
considered using ETFs

Small Mid Large

62%

12%

8%

19%

 ¹, ²  Raghu Ramachandran, “ETFs in Insurance General Accounts,” S&P Dow Jones Indices, May 2018. 
 https://us.spindices.com/documents/research/research-etfs-in-insurance-general-accounts-2018.pdf

https://us.spindices.com/documents/research/research-etfs-in-insurance-general-accounts-2018.pdf
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the sample had invested an average of 2% of admitted assets in ETFs.³ As 
will be demonstrated later in the paper, smaller insurers are using ETFs as 
strategic allocations, whereas larger insurance companies are using ETFs 
as both strategic and tactical portfolio management tools.

NAIC Ruling May Increase 
Use of Fixed Income ETFs
Among study respondents, 64% indicated that having an NAIC rating 
and being eligible for inclusion on Schedule D are among the key 
determinants of whether they invest in fixed income ETFs. 

Further to those considerations, the NAIC’s change to how fixed income 
ETFs are accounted for could unleash a bigger and more dramatic wave 
of demand for ETFs among insurers. In April 2017, a NAIC working group 
provided insight on how insurers can account for NAIC-designated fixed 
income ETFs.

The 2017 NAIC ruling permits insurers to utilize either “fair value” or a 
bond-like modified, amortized cost method of accounting for fixed 
income ETFs known as “systematic value.” Given the  69% increase in 
fixed income ETF assets from year-end 2016 to year-end 2017,⁴ it 
appears that this new accounting methodology has served as a catalyst 
for growth.   

To utilize systematic value for their ETF positions, insurers must choose 
this method. Otherwise, they will be required to hold their fixed income 
ETFs at fair value. Forty-six percent of the insurance companies in the 
study say they have adopted systematic value treatment for ETFs, with 
the remainder either choosing or defaulting to fair value. Yet, the fact 
that only 37% of insurance companies chose to adopt systematic value 
for their fixed income ETFs in 2017⁵ may indicate potential for further 
movement in this direction. 

This study finds P&C companies have been the most proactive in making 
this shift, with 60% of study participants using systematic value. “The 
fact that you can carry ETFs at amortized cost for systematic value is 
really what triggered the idea of using ETFs,” says one study participant 
from a midsize P&C company. “The change in regulation has been a 
game changer for us.”

A study participant from a small P&C agrees. “The biggest change [in 
our usage of ETFs] was in 2018, when the NAIC changed the way fixed 
income ETFs were allowed to be reflected in the financial statements at 
amortized cost,” he says. “That change enabled us to start using more of 
the fixed income ETFs.”

FIXED-INCOME ETFs NOW HELD 
AT SYSTEMATIC OR FAIR VALUE

Note: Based on 28 respondents.
Source: Greenwich Associates 2018 U.S. Insurance 
ETF Study

46%
54%

Fair value

Systematic value

INCLUDING ETFs IN THE 
INVESTMENT POLICY 
STATEMENT

Although most insurance companies 
have already incorporated ETFs into 
their investment policy statements 
(IPS), the fact that about a quarter 
of insurers have yet to take this step 
suggests significant room for growth 
within the channel. 

86% 14%

Yes

Large

64% 36%Small

Mid

70% 30%

No

COMPANIES CURRENTLY 
INCLUDING ETFs IN THEIR IPS

Note: Based on 38 respondents.
Source: Greenwich Associates 2018 U.S. Insurance 
ETF Study

 ³, ⁴, ⁵   Raghu Ramachandran, “ETFs in Insurance General Accounts,” S&P Dow Jones Indices, May 2018.
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How Insurance Companies 
Are Using ETFs
Although ETFs still make up a relatively small share of overall assets, 
they are proliferating across general account portfolios. Three-quarters 
of insurers in the study that use the funds are investing in fixed income 
ETFs, and 69% invest in equity ETFs. “We’re utilizing ETFs more and 
using them in more asset classes beyond short-term fixed income, which 
is where we used them in the past,” explains one study participant from 
a large health insurance company. “On the fixed income side we’re using 
ETFs to park assets short term,” explains another respondent from a 
large life insurer. “On the equity side, it is more longer term. Equity ETFs 
are primarily used to benchmark the index.”

As might be expected, based on the duration of their liabilities and 
composition of their portfolios, life companies are bigger users of fixed 
income ETFs (83%) while P&C companies are more likely to use equity 
ETFs (92%). A representative of a midsize life insurance company 
reiterated the liquidity advantages of ETFs noted by many other 
institutional ETF investors when he explained, “We substitute ETFs for 
credit risk when specific credit risk is not available or liquid enough.” 
These survey respondents’ remarks reflect the broad range of benefits 
ETFs can deliver:

JJ “ETFs are a great way to get beta exposure, especially in an asset class 
where active management is not seen to add much value.”  
 ~Small P&C company respondent

JJ “We focus on long-term core corporate fixed income exposure… [using 
ETFs with] a lot of daily liquidity or daily trade in comparison to the 
size of the position we were looking to take on, so theoretically we 
could get in and out of the trade if needed.” 
 ~Small life insurance company respondent

ASSET CLASSES OF ETFs CURRENTLY HELD

Note: Based on 32 respondents.
Source: Greenwich Associates 2018 U.S. Insurance ETF Study

Equity ETFs

42%

Fixed income ETFs

92%

75%

83%

67%

75%

0%

0%

17%
Other ETFs (gold,

real assets, etc.)

Life
Property & casualty
Health/Reinsurance/Other

“Previously, the volatility 
on the fair value of fixed 
income ETFs made them 
less attractive to us, even 
though the yields were 
very compelling. With 
that change from the NAIC, 
it becomes much more 
attractive to us.”

  ~Small P&C company
    respondent

“We substitute ETFs for 
credit risk when specific 
credit risk is not available 
or liquid enough.”

~Midsize life insurance
  company respondent



JJ “We regard ETFs as a convenient and relatively inexpensive way to 
gain exposure to beta in terms of the broad markets in whatever 
region we are targeting. On the fixed income side, [our ETFs] are 
targeted to investment-grade bonds, which give us the opportunity 
to very quickly gain exposure to those segments and, in particular, to 
bonds where it is hard to gain exposure.” 
 ~Large life insurance company respondent

As the following graphic shows, the most common uses of ETFs by 
insurers are to eliminate cash friction within a portfolio, to construct 
low-cost equity portfolios and to optimize asset allocation.  

Insurance companies are also adopting ETFs for a large number of 
additional functions. For example, about a third of study participants 
overall use ETFs to diversify fixed income exposures and 34% use 
ETFs to implement liquidity sleeves. One respondent says that his 
large life insurance company uses ETFs as part of a liquidity sleeve for 
transitioning assets to private equity: 

JJ “We use it as a way station before allocation,” he explains. “You have 
the cash to put to work, but private equity commitments are not 
drawn down for six, seven, even eight years. So we use ETFs to drive 
returns as a place holder until the private equity drawdowns take 
place.”

Overall, insurance companies are incorporating ETFs into their portfolios 
for an expanding range of purposes that span broad, strategic goals 
and narrower, tactical functions. Average holding periods suggest that 
smaller insurers are more likely to use ETFs for strategic purposes in their 
portfolios, while midsize insurers employ the funds for a broader range 
of functions weighted toward tactical purposes. Holding periods for the 
largest insurers, however, include both short-term, tactical functions 
like eliminating cash friction and longer-term, strategic functions like 
constructing a low-cost core equity portfolio.

“We see ETFs as a 
way of getting a little 
more juice out of our 
short-term cash.”

~Midsize health 
  insurer respondent

INSURERS USE ETFs IN A BROAD RANGE OF STRATEGIC AND TACTICAL FUNCTIONS

Eliminate cash friction
Core equity
and beyond

Surplus AssetsReserve Assets General Applications
Optimizing asset

allocation

Note: Based on 38 respondents.
Source: Greenwich Associates 2018 U.S. Insurance ETF Study

Tools for the treasury Scale in subsidiary

Executing gain/loss
program

Core fixed income and
modifying exposures

Tactical surplus
applications

Plus sector exposures
Globalizing surplus

portfolio

Implementing
liquidity sleeve

Manager transitions

Small Mid Large

45%

34%

21%

21%

13%

42%

26%

8%

47%

34%

29%

8%
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Accelerating Growth Ahead
Greenwich Associates projects that insurance companies’ ETF invest-
ments will grow at an accelerated rate for the next several years, as 61% 
of insurance companies in the study expect to increase their use of ETFs 
over the next three years. Among the life insurers and P&C companies 
that make up the majority of study participants, not a single respondent 
plans to reduce ETF allocations in that time frame. 

Given the NAIC’s 2017 ruling, fixed income portfolios will be at the center 
of much of this growth. Currently, about one third of insurers in the study 
use ETFs to modify fixed income exposures in a diversified manner. That 
share is expected to jump to 47% in the next three years. Likewise, 42% 
of respondents expect to be using ETFs to target specific fixed income 
opportunities three years from now, up from just 29% currently. Insurers 
say they expect to incorporate ETFs in targeted “plus” sectors such as 
high yield, senior loans and emerging market debt.

AVERAGE HOLDING PERIOD FOR ETF ALLOCATIONS

Note: Percentages may not total 100% due to rounding. Based on 34 respondents.
Source: Greenwich Associates 2018 U.S. Insurance ETF Study

<1 month
(very short term)

1–6 months
(short term)

7 months–1 year
(medium term)

1–2 years
(long term)

>2 years
(very long term)

Small Mid Large

12%

12%

3%
27%

6%

6%

3%

12%

3%
18%

6%

6%

12%

24%

15%

9%

3%
27%

EXPECTED CHANGE IN ETF 
ALLOCATION IN THE 
NEXT 3 YEARS

61%
37%

3%

Increase

Stay about the same

Decrease

Note: Percentage may not total 100% due
to rounding. Based on 38 respondents.
Source: Greenwich Associates 2018 
U.S. Insurance ETF Study

WHAT DO INSURANCE COMPANIES LOOK FOR IN AN ETF?

Note: Based on 42 respondents. Participants were asked to name top two characteristics.
Source: Greenwich Associates 2018 U.S. Insurance ETF Study

Matches exposure needs 90%

Expense ratio of fund 90%

Performance of fund (tracking error/tracking di�erence) 88%

Liquidity/trading volume 86%

Assets under management of ETFs 76%

NAIC rating 71%

Fund company and management behind the funds 64%

Benchmark used/Benchmark provider 52%
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Rounding out the fixed income landscape, respondents also expect to 
increase their use of ETFs in short-term cash management, to facilitate 
other areas of treasury operations and to implement liquidity sleeves. 
Growth, though, will not be limited to fixed income portfolios. Insurers, 
especially P&C companies, expect to increase their use of ETFs to hone 
in on specific equity opportunities, naming international equities and 
emerging markets equities as future areas of focus.

In addition to current investors expanding their ETF allocations, more 
than 80% of non-ETF users in the study expect their organizations to 
reconsider investing in ETFs in the next three years. 

 

Conclusion
ETFs are becoming mainstream components of insurance company 
general account portfolios. Like pension funds and other institutional 
investors, insurance companies have discovered the liquidity, 
transparency and efficiency ETFs offer for tactical and strategic 
investing.

The NAIC’s 2017 decision to allow insurers to utilize the systematic value 
accounting method for fixed income ETFs making ETFs a more attractive 
investment, a majority of current ETF investors expecting to increase 
their allocations, and more than 80% of non-users planning to reconsider 
investing in ETFs over the next three years all point to tremendous 
potential for future growth.  

MOST NON-USERS PLAN TO RECONSIDER INVESTING IN ETFs
Expectation that organization

will reconsider ETFs*
Expected timeframe for decision**

18%

82%

Note: *Based on 11 respondents. **Based on 7 respondents.
Source: Greenwich Associates 2018 U.S. Insurance ETF Study

14%<1 year

43%1–2 years

14%2–3 years

29%3+ years
Yes

No
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ABOUT STATE STREET GLOBAL ADVISORS

For four decades, State Street Global Advisors has served the world’s governments, institutions and financial 
advisors. With a rigorous, risk-aware approach built on research, analysis and market-tested experience, we build 
from a breadth of active and index strategies to create cost-effective investment solutions. 

We launched the first US-listed ETF in 1993 and today, with 140 US-listed SPDR ETFs, we manage $569 billion in 
assets. That includes more than $5 billion for approximately 300 US insurance companies. We are committed to 
leveraging our global scale, infrastructure and relationships to support insurance companies, particularly as they 
increase their use of fixed income ETFs. A leader for 23 years in fixed income investing, we currently manage $423 
billion across more than 100 active and passive bond strategies.  

Source: State Street Global Advisors, as of 12/31/2018

DEFINITIONS

Net admitted assets: balance sheet assets recognized by state insurance laws in determining the solvency of 
insurers.

Liquidity: The ability to quickly buy or sell an investment in the market without impacting its price. Trading volume 
is a primary determinant of liquidity.

IMPORTANT RISK INFORMATION

Investing involves risk including the risk of loss of principal.

ETFs trade like stocks, fluctuate in market value and may trade at prices above or below the ETFs’ net asset value. 
Brokerage commissions and ETF expenses will reduce returns. 

Asset Allocation is a method of diversification which positions assets among major investment categories. Asset 
Allocation may be used in an effort to manage risk and enhance returns. It does not, however, guarantee a profit or 
protect against loss.

This material is for informational purposes only and does not constitute investment advice and it should not be 
relied on as such. It does not take into account any investor’s particular investment objectives, strategies, tax 
status or investment horizon. There is no representation or warranty as to the current accuracy of, nor liability for, 
decisions based on such information. 

All information has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but its accuracy is not guaranteed. There is 
no representation or warranty as to the current accuracy, reliability or completeness of, nor liability for, decisions 
based on such information and it should not be relied on as such.

State Street Global Advisors Funds Distributors, LLC, is not affiliated with Greenwich Associates.

Australia. State Street Global Advisors, Australia Services Limited (ABN 16 108 671 441) (AFSL Number 274900) 
(“SSGA, ASL”). Registered office: Level 17, 420 George Street, Sydney, NSW 2000, Australia · Telephone: 612 9240-
7600 · Facsimile: 612 9240-7611 · Web: www.spdr.com.au

Abu Dhabi. State Street Global Advisors Limited, Middle East Branch, 42801, 28, Al Khatem Tower, Abu Dhabi 
Global Market Square, Al Mayah Island, Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates. Regulated by ADGM Financial Services 
Regulatory Authority. Telephone: +971 2 245 9000

Belgium. State Street Global Advisors Belgium, Chaussée de La Hulpe 120, 1000 Brussels, Belgium. Telephone: 
32 2 663 2036, Facsimile: 32 2 672 2077. SSGA Belgium is a branch office of State Street Global Advisors Limited. 
State Street Global Advisors Ireland Limited, registered in Ireland with company number 145221, authorised and 
regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland, and whose registered office is at 78 Sir John Rogerson’s Quay, Dublin 2.
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Canada. State Street Global Advisors, Ltd., 770 Sherbrooke Street West, Suite 1200 Montreal, Quebec, H3A 1G1, T: 
+514 282 2400 and 30 Adelaide Street East Suite 500, Toronto, Ontario M5C 3G6. T: +647 775 5900.

Dubai. State Street Global Advisors Limited, DIFC Branch, Central Park Towers, Suite 15-38 (15th floor), P.O Box 
26838, Dubai International Financial Centre (DIFC), Dubai, United Arab Emirates. Regulated by the Dubai Financial 
Services Authority (DFSA). Telephone: +971 (0)4-4372800, Facsimile: +971 (0)4-4372818.

France. State Street Global Advisors Ireland Limited, Paris branch is a branch of State Street Global Advisors 
Ireland Limited, registered in Ireland with company number 145221, authorised and regulated by the Central Bank 
of Ireland, and whose registered office is at 78 Sir John Rogerson’s Quay, Dublin 2. State Street Global Advisors 
Ireland Limited, Paris Branch, is registered in France with company number RCS Nanterre 832 734 602 and whose 
office is at Immeuble Défense Plaza, 23-25 rue Delarivière-Lefoullon, 92064 Paris La Défense Cedex, France. T: 
(+33) 1 44 45 40 00. F: (+33) 1 44 45 41 92.

Germany. State Street Global Advisors GmbH, Brienner Strasse 59, D-80333 Munich. Authorised and regulated by 
the Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht (“BaFin”). Registered with the Register of Commerce Munich 
HRB 121381. Telephone +49 (0)89-55878-400. Facsimile +49 (0)89-55878-440. www.ssga.com

Hong Kong. State Street Global Advisors Asia Limited, 68/F, Two International Finance Centre, 8 Finance Street, 
Central, Hong Kong. Telephone: +852 2103-0288.Facsimile: +852 2103-0200.

Japan. State Street Global Advisors (Japan) Co., Ltd., Toranomon Hills Mori Tower 25F 1-23-1 Toranomon, Minato-ku, 
Tokyo 105-6325 Japan, Telephone +81-3-4530-7380 Financial Instruments Business Operator, Kanto Local Financial 
Bureau (Kinsho #345) , Membership: Japan Investment Advisers Association, The Investment Trust Association, 
Japan, Japan Securities Dealers’ Association

Ireland. State Street Global Advisors Ireland Limited is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland. Registered office 
address 78 Sir John Rogerson’s Quay, Dublin 2. Registered number 145221. T: +353 (0)1 776 3000. Fax: +353 (0)1 
776 3300. Web: ssga.com.

Italy. State Street Global Advisors Ireland Limited, Milan Branch (Sede Secondaria di Milano) is a branch of 
State Street Global Advisors Ireland Limited, registered in Ireland with company number 145221, authorised and 
regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland, and whose registered office is at 78 Sir John Rogerson’s Quay, Dublin 2. 
State Street Global Advisors Ireland Limited, Milan Branch (Sede Secondaria di Milano), is registered in Italy with 
company number 10495250960 - R.E.A. 2535585 and VAT number 10495250960and whose office is at Via dei 
Bossi, 4 - 20121 Milano, Italy. Telephone: +39 02 32066 100. Facsimile: +39 02 32066 155.

Netherlands. State Street Global Advisors Netherlands, Apollo Building, 7th floor Herikerbergweg 29 1101 CN 
Amsterdam, Netherlands. Telephone: 31 20 7181701. SSGA Netherlands is a branch office of State Street Global 
Advisors Ireland Limited, registered in Ireland with company number 145221, authorised and regulated by the 
Central Bank of Ireland, and whose registered office is at 78 Sir John Rogerson’s Quay, Dublin 2.

Singapore. State Street Global Advisors Singapore Limited, 168, Robinson Road, #33-01 Capital Tower, Singapore 
068912 (Company Reg. No: 200002719D, regulated by the Monetary Authority of Singapore).Telephone: +65 6826-
7555. Facsimile: +65 6826-7501. Web: www.SSGA.com

Switzerland. State Street Global Advisors AG, Beethovenstr. 19, CH-8027 Zurich. Authorised and regulated 
by the Eidgenössische Finanzmarktaufsicht (“FINMA”). Registered with the Register of Commerce Zurich 
CHE-105.078.458. Telephone +41 (0)44 245 70 00. Facsimile Fax: +41 (0)44 245 70 16. www.ssga.com   

United Kingdom. State Street Global Advisors Limited. Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct 
Authority. Registered in England. Registered No. 2509928. VAT No. 5776591 81. Registered office: 20 Churchill Place, 
Canary Wharf, London, E14 5HJ. Telephone: 020 3395 6000. Facsimile: 020 3395 6350.
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